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Each of the usual three equivalent forms for definition of adjoint functor admits various 
generalizations to the 2-category case. By replacing the notion of natural isomorphism between 
horn sets in the l-category case by natural adjunction between horn categories in the 2-category 
case we obtain an appropriate generalization which is shown to have an equivalent couniversal 
2-cell form as well as an equivalent equational form. Various dualities and uniqueness properties 
are pointed out. These ideas are illustrated in the example of the 2-category Adj as well as in a 
series of examples to be described later. 
Introduction 
In a talk late in the 1960’s Lawvere spoke of an adjunction as a ‘poor man’s iso- 
morphism’. If we picture an isomorphism by a diagram 
f 
(1) x=- =A < u 
(indicating that the composites f. u and u . fare identities), then we will picture an 
adjunction by a diagram 
F 
(2) &-A- e ===+A 
-G- 
The equations for the l-cells in (1) are replaced by arrows, here by 2-cells (natural 
transformations), which must satisfy their own equations, usually called coherence 
conditions, on the next level. This is the typical step in moving concepts from ordi- 
nary category theory to the theory of 2-categories (e.g., [5, p. 831). In the language 
of Kelly-Street, we could call an adjunction a lax isomorphism. 
In this paper we begin an exploration of what would seem to be the unavoidable 
next step: what happens when the equations that are the coherence conditions for (2), 
(3) hF..Fe=l, and Uh..eU= l,, 
are replaced by arrows, now 3-cells (modifications)? For the resulting definition of 
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adjunction between 2-categories, the left adjoints F of a given 2-functor r/ (or the 
right adjoints _U of a given 2-functor &‘) need not be isomorphic: these ‘adjoints’ 
need not be uniquely determined. This is in contrast with what are usually now 
called lax adjoints in which the natural transformations h and e become lax natural 
transformations, but the equations of the coherence conditions (3) are retained. 
Because of the non-uniqueness, the adjunctions in which the equations (3) are 
replaced by 3-cells might be called soft adjunctions. (They are called weak quasi 
adjunctions in [l] .) 
Like ordinary adjunction (also called strict adjunction), soft adjunction has asso- 
ciated concepts of soft limit, soft initial or terminal object, and soft (Eilenberg- 
Moore) algebra. 
Some lax concepts show a two-fold, ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’, recapitulation of 
ordinary category theory. This carries over to the soft concepts just mentioned. For 
example, soft adjunctions have ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ units and counits, and 
soft adjunctions may have associated ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ adjoint towers. This 
will be an emerging theme. 
The first section introduces the definitions and notation for para and allo natural 
transformations, modifications and various levels of cell composition. 
The second section introduces the soft 2-adjunction as a ‘natural family’ of 
adjunctions between horn categories, replacing the l-category notion of natural iso- 
morphism between horn sets. In Subsection 2.2 we see how universal and couniver- 
sal l-cells appear on the Horn category level as universal and couniversal2-cells and 
in Subsection 2.3 how these couniversal 2-cells can be linked together functorially 
in the couniversal mapping property. Subsection 2.4 shows how to describe on the 
2-category level the l,% and 1~ equations as coherence conditions for the 3-cells 
u: ~YC; &_U=+ 1, and f: 1_F4XE’;F& replacing the standard equations (3) 
for adjunction on the l-category level. These equations (3) are in turn the coherence 
conditions for the 2-cells n : 13 UF and e : FU ===+J 1. In Subsection 2.5 we give 
an example showing how the diagrams and equations appearing in Subsection 2.4 
do in fact arise, in this case in a certain dual form. 
The third section shows how the existence of a natural family of adjunctions im- 
plies that the couniversal mapping property holds. The fourth section starts with 
(e, _U,C%?) having the couniversal mapping property. Then & is constructed so that 
(E, _U, &) has the universal mapping property. Finally, modifications u and f are 
given and their coherence conditions (l.X and 18 equations) are shown to hold. The 
last section completes the picture by showing that there is a natural family of 
adjunctions associated with each diagram for which the 1,~ and Ip equations hold. 
1. Background 
For now we overlook foundations questions, and speak of all 2-categories as 
though they were sets. 
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To illustrate our approach and notation we first give a definition of l-category 
or category. A l-category is a set of elements together with unary operations Sce(- ) 
and Tgt( ) and a partial binary operation, called composition. 
(1.1) a. b is defined when Tgt(a) = See(b). 
Upper case letters are used for elements X satisfying X= See(X), and we refer to 
such elements as objects or identity morphisms. The other elements are simply called 
morphisms. By abuse of language we sometimes distinguish between an object A 
and its identity morphism 1,. The operations are subject to the following axioms: 
See and Tgt are idempotent, 
Sce(Tgt x) = Tgt x, Tgt(Sce x) = See x, 
(1.2) 
x . Tgt(x) = x, See(x) . x = x, 
x.(y.z)=(x.y).zwhendefined, 
Sce(x. y) = See(x) when defined, 
Tgt(x. y) = Tgt(y) when defined. 
We will usually think of the objects of a l-category as (0,l) things (cell dimension 
0, objectivity 1) and the other morphisms as (1,O) things (cell dimension 1, objec- 
tivity 0). The composition will be called (1,0) composition. 
In this spirit, a 2-category is a set of elements as well as unary operations Sce( ), 
Tgt( ), B( ) and Tgt( ) and partial binary operations ; and . . (sometimes called 
horizontal and vertical composition or the (1,l) and (2,0) compositions, respec- 
tively). 
(1.3) 
cr ; p is defined when Tgt(a) = %(P). 
cr.. /I is defined when Tgt(a) = See(P). 
In diagrams we use an arrangement 
B 
(1.4) A PI ; B 
B’ 
as an alternative way of stating the equations 4 =@(p), B = See(p), 4 =@(B), 
g = Tgt(P), etc. Lower case Greek letters are used for arbitrary elements, upper case 
Latin when X= See(X) and underlined upper case Latin when X= See(X). In the 
latter two cases we may also use the words l-cell orfunctor or (1,l) thing and 0-celf 
or object or (0,2) thing. An arbitrary element will be called a 2-cell. An element a 
with a#Sce(a) is a (2,0) thing. 
(1.9 
X is an identity for . . if X= See(X). 
X is an identity for ; if X=&(X). 
(I .6) 
X has objectivity 1 if X=Sce(X) and X+$&X). 
X has objectivity 2 if X= See(X) and X= See(X). 
The objectivity of a (2,0) thing is zero. 
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These operations are required to satisfy the following axioms, merely outlined 
here since the list is long (28 axioms in all): 
(1.7) 
See, Tgt, See and Tgt are idempotent. 
Four analogues of Sce(Tgt(X)) = Tgt(X), etc. 
Four ‘dominations’: 
&(Sce(a)) =%(a), Sce(Tgt(a)) =&(a), 
Tgt(Sce(a)) = Tgt(a), Tgt(Tgt(a)) = T@(a). 
Four identity axioms. 
Two associativities. 
Eight axioms giving sources and targets of composites. 
; distributes over . . (two axioms). 
We use the convention that ; has precedence over . . , that is, a ; p . .6 = [a ; p] . .a. 
The source and target axioms for composites can be read from the following 
diagrams. For ; 
(1.8) 
B’ C’ 
written also as 
B;C B;y B’;C’, 
and for . . 
B 
, 
written also as 
P..P’ 
B - B”. 
By convention we use juxtaposition in any expression to denote the operation of 
highest precedence. For example, from the axioms we should be able to deduce that 
in the situation of diagram (1.8), 
(1.10) p; y, i.e. /3y = PC.. B’y = By . . PC’. 
We remark that the (1,l) composition is the usual composition of (1,l) things. 
The (2,0) composition is trivial on (1,l) things, since they are identities for (2,O) 
composition. In a sense, (2,O) composition is the typical one for (2,O) things. 
A strict 2-functor is a homomorphism of 2-categories, regarded as partial 
algebras, that is, F: X-A is a function on 2-cells which commutes with the six 
operations. Specifically, [ fi . . P’]f = BE.. /3’E, [p ; y]f = /3f; yE, [See /3]E; = 
See /3c, [a P]Zj’=@PE and similarly for the two target operations. If jA and 1, 
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are defined by lA =A and 1, =A, then lAF=A4=ILF and l,&‘=AF=lAF. The _ 
commutativity of E with the four unary operations is illustrated by the diagram 
B 
(1.11) &j 7, &j &lJ +BF , 
B' B'F 
We next consider the various types of natural transformations r : _G + H 
where C; and @ are strict 2-functors X - Y. Given Y: X--+ x in X there is either 
a diagram 
YC 
XG ’ 23 
(1.12) xr 
I 
XH 
41 
U- 
Yr 
YEi 
YH 
such that YT:xT; YHIYG ;Yr, or there is a diagram 
YC 
XG ’ YG 
(1.12)’ zr 
I 41 
rf 
Yr 
XH 
YH 
YH 
such that YT:xT; YH+= Yc ;Yr. If, in addition, YT is the identity for each Y, 
then r is a strict natural transformation. 
A pseudo natural transformation is one in which each YT has a 2-sided inverse 
and in addition satisfies the axioms for an allo natural transformation. 
An allo natural transformation r (written r: G-H) assigns to each Y: 
8 - j’ in X a diagram (1.12) such that the following axioms hold: 
(1.13) Given lx. _ * X - & the morphism lxr is the identity 2-cell &r==+xr. 
Y 
, 
(1.14) For each 2-cell X l Y dz 
Y' 
there is, from (1.12), an associated diagram 
(1.15) 
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and it is required that 
A-l-;YHYr YG;lJ- 
(1.16) 
u 
xr;l&i 
1 
nC;_YT 
XT; Y’H Y’T Y’_G;JT - - 
be a commutative diagram of 2-cells. 
(1.17) Given & 2 X 5 Y in X and the associated diagrams 
and 
it is required that XT; YH.. XG ; YT= [X; Y]T. 
A para natural transformation r’ (written r’ : G ;I H) assigns to each 
Y:X-Y in X a diagram (1.12)’ which is the same as (1.12) except that YT’ : 
YG ; Yr’===+Xr’ ; YH. The axioms are the same as for an allo natural transfor- 
mation except that the direction of the 2-cells YT’, Y’T’, XT’ and [X; Y]T’ is 
opposite to that of Yr, Y’r, XT and [X; Y]I’, respectively. 
Suppose that a diagram 
F , 
(1.20) X 40 ,Ur A 
c; 
is given where Fand G are strict and 0 and r are allo natural transformations. Then 
a modification b : 0 _ T consists of 2-cells 
in A, one for each object X of X, such that for each l-cell Y :X-Y of X the 
associated diagram 
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(2,0)-commutes in A. This means that the diagram 
XO;YGxo,,KXr;YG 
_ ; _ 
of 2-cells commutes in A. In equational form we have 
(1.24) YO.. YF;YCL =&; YG.. Yr. 
Suppose r : G ===L H is an allo natural transformation which is strict, that is 
YT= 1 for all Y: X--t r in X. Then (1.12) commutes and the vertical 2-cells of 
(1.16) are equal. Suppose further that the strict 2-functors G, _H : X - Y have co- 
domain Y = Cat. Then given an object i of m in (1.12) we have 
(1.25) iOYGO_yT=iO~~OY~ 
and 
(1.26) _ ioIIGoY~=io&ToII~ 
from (1.12), (1.15) and (1.16). 
r : Hz(-E, -) =+ m(-, -_U) : Xop x A - Cat is (para, allo) provided that r 
is a para natural transformation in the first variable, allo natural in the second 
variable and given 
x&r 
XF& 
' mar 
_ I 
’ Z!$ 
e:A’)r; 
(1.27) 
I 
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it follows that the diagram 
x&i ; XELJ ; (KY A’) r 
(1.28) 
commutes for X:&-X’, A : 4 -A’. 
2. 2-Adjunctions, couniversal 2-cells and the 3-cell equations 
2.1. 2-Adjunctions 
The usual definition of adjoint functor has 3 equivalent forms. Each of these 
forms admits various generalizations to the %-category case. We show that by replac- 
ing the notion of a natural isomorphism between horn sets in the l-category case 
by the notion of natural adjunction between horn categories in the a-category case 
we obtain the naturally satisfying generalization and at the same time can show that 
there is an equivalent couniversal 2-cell form and an equivalent equational form. 
Between 1 -categories, a functor U : 4 -+X is a right adjoint if there exists a 
functor F: Iy- 4 and a natural isomorphism 
(2.1) (X,A)y,:Hom(X,AU)-Hom(XF,A) 
of horn sets. In other words, there is a 2-cell isomorphism 
(2.2) a, : Hom(-, -17) 3 Hom(-F, -) 
between horn functors Xop X/J - Sets. 
In particular an adjunction from X to 4 consists of a triple (F, U, ~1 :X-&l 
where v, is a natural equivalence of the form (2.2). We may also use the arrangement 
F 
(2.3) &=+ ----Q&A 
(/ 
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of arrows to denote such an adjunction where the 2-cells are the unit natural 
transformation n : 1 ===+ FU and the counit e : UF+ 1 defined by Xn = 
lxF((X,XF)v))-l :X-XFU and Ae= ~,,((AU,A)CJI) : AUF-A. Further- 
more, when an adjunction is given in the form (2.3), as just described, then 
(f:X-AU)((X,A)q)=fF.Ae:XF -AUF- A. Thus one can move freely 
back and forth between the forms (2.2) and (2.3) for an adjunction. 
A strict 2-functor _U : A - X between 2categories is a right 2-adjoint (of (para, 
allo) type) if there exists a strict 2-functor F: X-A and a ‘natural family’ 
(&>:A)@ 
(Z,i,AM . (K,:A)e 
(2.4) Hom(XF,) --I, ___I Hom(X, AU) 
(Z:A)T 
of adjunctions of horn categories. That is, there is a diagram 
@ 
(2.5) Hom(-& -) A - &Iom(-,-CT) 
7 
consisting of strict 2-functors m(-E, -) and m(-, -_U) both from Xop x A - 
Cat, @ a (para, strict) natural transformation m(-E, -) to m(-, -U), that is, 
para in the first variable, strict in the second variable and (1.28) holds, and 2’ 
a (strict, allo) natural transformation. Furthermore k : 1 -@Y and e : l’@ W 1 
are modifications and it is required that (2.5) applied to the pair (&;A> yields an 
adjunction (2.4). We recall that Xop involves a change in l-cell direction. 
A soft 2-adjunction from X to A (of (para, allo) type) consists of strict 2-functors 
u : A - X, E: X - A and a 4-tuple (@, Y, A, .s> as just specified. 
Proposition 2.6. Given a natural family of adjunctions (2.4) and given 6 : A ===+ B 
in Hom(XF,A) it follows that 
(2.7) A q (&A)@ = (1 q (X,,)@) ; AI/ 
and 
(2.8) so(~,;A)d,=(lo(~,:,XF)~);G_U. 
Proof. Let r : G + @ be (X, -) @ : Hom(XF, -) * Hom(X, -u) : A - Cat. This 
is an allo natural transformation which is strict, that is, it is the identity on l-cells. 
Then an instance of diagram (1.15) is 
Hom(XF, XF) p Hom(X, XFU) 
l+j$A) > Hom(XF,B) 
(2.9) _ =BG 
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Then given the object 1, of (XJ)_G we have 
(2.10) Ao(~,~)~=l,oA_Go~~=l,o~~oA~=(l,o(~:XF)~);A~ 
and 
(2.11) 6o(~:A)~=l,o6GoAT=l,oXFTo6EI=(l,o(~I,XF)~);g_U 
by (1.25) and (1.26). Cl 
Proposition 2.12. Given a naturalfamily of adjunctions (2.4) and given X : 4_w- X 
in X and A : XF- 4 in A it follows that 
(2.13) Ao(X,A)~=(l,o(X,XF)~);A_U. 
Proof. We are given a (para, strict) natural transformation @ : m(-fJ, -) ===+ 
Hom(-, -_U) as in (2.5). Thus from (1.28) we get the commutative diagram 
XF, ;XE’y ; MA)@ <Z&Y@ ;zAU i&u _ 
(2.14) 
/I I/ 
Applying (2.14) to 1xF we get A 0 (X,4)@ = (1xF 0 XF,) •I GY,A)@(2z44) l,n 
(X,XF)~;_W,“=l,o(X,XF)~;A_U. q _ _ 
2.2. Couniversal2-cells 
If U : 4 -X is a functor, then a universal l-cell from X to U is a pair (A, a) 
such that a : X-AU in X with the property that for any morphism b : X- BU 
there is a unique c : A -B in 4 such that 
a 
X-AU 
(2.15) 
\I 
cu 
b 
BU 
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commutes. There is the dual notion of couniversal l-cell from U to Y which is a 
pair (2, u) such that there is a commutative diagram 
zu A Y 
(2.16) w” 
I/ 
V 
WU 
with unique w for given v. 
It is of course well known that adjunctions are related to universal l-cells and 
couniversal l-cells by the following: 
Proposition 2.17. Given functors F: &- 4 and U: 4 -X, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There is an adjunction (F, U, @> : x-4. 
(ii) There is a natural transformation n : lx --+ FU such that (XF,Xn) is a 
universal l-cell from X to U for each object X-of X. 
(iii) There is a natural transformation e : UF- 1, such that (AU, Ae) is a 
couniversal l-cell from F to A for each object A of A. 
Proof. Given (i) we obtain n and e by defining Xn = lxF((X, XF)p)-’ : X- XFU 
and Ae= l,,((AU,A)cp) : AUF- A, respectively, and check that (ii) and (iii) 
hold. 
Conversely, given (ii) we define cp -’ by (p:XF-A)((X,A)&‘=Xn.pU: 
X- XFU- AU and check that this defines an adjunction. Similarly, given (iii) 
define cp by (f:X-AU)((X,A)p)=fF.Ae:XF-AUF-A and check that 
(i) holds, see (2.1) and (2.2). 0 
For a given 2-category X let m(-, -) : Xop x X - Cat be the associated strict 
2-functor. Then if _V : A - X is any strict 2-functor, there are composite functors 
Hom(-, -U) : Xop x A --+ Cat and m(-_U, -) : AoP x X - Cat. 
For each object A of the category Hom(X,AU) there is a functor G,,B) : 
Horn&B) - m(X BU) which is defined on objects C : 4 -B by CG,,B, = _,_ 
A. CU and on morphisms 
D DlJ 
(2.18) A 7 B by YG~A,~) =X A AU 
- 
YUJ BU 
c- ccl 
Given an object B of Hom(X, BU), a couniversal -cell from GcA,B) to B is a pair 
(C,n) such that there is a commutative diagram 
(2.19) YGL4.B) 
I/ 
P 
in Hom(X, BU) with unique y for given p. 
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A couniversal2-cell in X is any such pair (C, n) which is a couniversal l-cell from 
G (A,BI to B for A and B objects of the categories Hom(X,AU) and Hom(X BU) __,_ 9 
respectively. 
More explicitly, _V : A + X 
A 
X-AU 
is a strict 2-functor and 
is a 2-cell in X. Then (C,n) couniversal means that given any 2-cell 
A 
X-AU 
in X there is a unique 2-cell y : D ===+ C in A such that 
A.CUA B - 
(2.22) A.Y(/ 
A.D_U 
commutes in X. 
2.3. The couniversal mapping property 
Let F: X - A and U: A ------f X be strict 2-functors and let Ye : lx ===I w be an 
allo natural transformation. Then the couniversal mapping property holds for 
(E, _U, 3Q provided that 
(i) for each object & of X and each l-cell Z:X-AJ of X there is a couni- 
versa1 2-cell (H(Z), n(Z)) in X defined uniquely up to isomorphism by the require- 
ment that it be a couniversal l-cell from the functor G,,,,, : Hom(XF,d) - 
Hom(X AU) to the object Z of Hom(X,AU) and ~ _Y_ 
(ii) Given X: W- 3 the 2-cell KUe composes with n(Z) to give n(X; Z), which 
is pictured 
W.% !Fyf 
w A WFU u’ rm 
(2.23) 8 x.e * xFu = 
AU AU 
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and described precisely by the equations 
(2.24) H(X;Z) =XF;H(Z) and xS@?;H(Z)_U..X;n(Z)=n(X;Z). 
2.4. The 3-cell unit-counit equations 
Let F: X-A and e: A- X be strict 2-functors. A unit-counit diagram for 
the pair (& r/) is one of the form 
f 
In 
.re F , & 
(2.25) x - dA 
where Y?: 1, - N and & : UF - 1, are allo natural transformations and f and 
u are modifications with domain 1, and codomain l,, respectively. 
The unit-counit equations consist of the 1.x equation 
(2.26) ~,;fU...;(eue.;F~_u...~.;Fu= 1.x 
and the lG equation 
(2.27) (If *;&... _uueF*;&E... uF.;& = 18 
which may be represented by the following triangles of modifications 
where YES? and && arise from the diagrams 
G-47 
1x A FU=T G* 5 EF=G 
in X and A, respectively. 
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2.5. The Adj example 
We illustrate the preceding part with the following example. Let X = Cat and let 
A= Adj have objects 
A 
(2.30) 4, = FA (/A 
is an adjunction in Cat with left adjoint FA, l-cells 
x Y +r 
satisfying B ; U, = U, ; X and 2-cells 
B 
(2.32) p, = ?.A UC5 
x lb ,Y 
Y' 
satisfying p ; UB = UA ; v/. 
A strict 2-functor E: Cat - Adj is defined by 
x 
(2.33) n= tx 
x 
and the obvious definition on l- and 2-cells. _U: Adj - Cat is defined by 
(2.34) 
on objects and the obvious definition on l- and 2-cells. 
Now suppose we have a diagram 
B 
69 + 
4. x ! 
(2.35) “k! 
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where FA and FB are the left adjoints of U, and UB, respectively and v : U, Y ==+ _ 
BU, and v, : YF, =+F,B. 
The cp and v are said to be mates in the sense of Kelly-Street [5] if 
(2.36) a, is the horizontal composite 
and 
(2.37) v is the horizontal composite 
that is, 
(2.38) u,=q8YFB;FA~FB;F~BE~ 
and 
(2.39) v = U,Yq,; UApUB;~/,BUB. 
The ,%?and & defined here will be para (instead of allo) and the direction of f and 
u will be changed so that we have information in a form ‘dual’ to that of Subsection 
2.4. We let ti= 1, that is, XL%?= lx : z--t a=X and YY~? = the identity 2-cell _ 
on Y: X- 1 in X. Furthermore E : UF ==T IA is given by 
(2.40) /lb& = A, UF-& = 
x 
FI u, = T, 
‘X 
on objects A,. Write A,&= (FA, T,,). 
Given B, = (B, Y) : 4, - &-inAdj, pictured by 
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with B ; U, = U, ; Y, we define a 2-cell B,& in Adj appearing in _ 
A,&= (FA, %) 
A,UF 
(2.42) B,cF = 
cyyjj - -p~::L 
B&E 
B, & = (Q. TB) ’ B,=(B,Y) 
In order to do this we first display (2.42) in expanded form (i.e. as a diagram in Cat) 
-4, 
FA B 
x IT9 B 
1: 
-I- Y FB 
(2.43) ‘z 1x F6, 
II 
UB 
FA u, 
+xp 
Y 
rr Rv% r 
‘y’ Y Fg u, 
and we have a 2-cell in Adj as soon as we define a 2-cell v, : YF, d FA B. 
Now diagram (2.31) for B, may be regarded as a special case of (2.35) with 
v : U, Y - BU, equal to the identity. We let p in (2.43) above simply be the mate 
of v- 1. That is, v, = F/A YFB ; FA BEG which may be pictured 
(2.44) v, is the horizontal composite 
f;V*B l,;i.“:.,%c” 
x +x +r 
lx Y 
and thus we may write B,& = (qA YF, ; FA B&B, VIA YFB U, ; FA BEG U,). One can then 
verify that Q thus defined satisfies the axioms for a para natural transformation. 
We note that by the definition of Z and & it follows that &F&T’ = (l,, 1,) = X.XE. 
We define Xf: ~c%F;~F& *Iy(l,) by setting &f= 1,. Given an object A, of 
Adj with &l,_U=x we let 
_ 
A,&%= 1 
f 
(2.45) ‘40u=?/A:&g=;Y==+ A,UFU=& 
< 
AoEU=(&.T~)U=T~ 
Note that 4,655 = (A, UF = XF -LI,)&(‘~~)(F~, TA)&(2d4)(FA~A,FA~A U,,). In 
particular (&&&)_U= FA EA U, is the P of the triple generated by A,. Now con- 
sider the modification triangles of Subsection 2.4 (direction change) 
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Each of the modifications in the .%diagram is the identity since, by the preceding, 
&I = 1, reUe= 1, and Q= 1. Thus the l,# equation holds. Applying the & diagram 
to 4, in Adj we obtain 
(2.47) A,& = (FAT 5) A._U.TPF;A.&&=(FAEA,~~~) _ 
A,uF;A,&=(rl~F&n~T~) \ c 
A,LJ.W;A,&(/F;A,~ = (FAUAFA,TATA) _ _~ ~_ 
Composing these morphisms we obtain (qA FA, nA TA)(FA Ed, ,uA) = (nA FA ; FA Ed, 
nATd ;L~,I) = (1~~’ lr,), and hence the l& equation holds, as required. 
3. Existence of 2-adjunctions implies the universal mapping property 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a 2-adjunction from X to A is given consisting of strict 
2-functors U : A --+ X, I;: X - A and a natural family 
(3.2) 
(X/,AM 
(X;A)@ 
Hom(XFA) F 
- (&L!)e 
xzz- 
F Hom(X, AU) 
of adjunctions of horn categories, as described in (2.4) and (2.5). 
Then there is an allo natural transformation 2: Ix ==I Fr/ such that the uni- 
versal mapping property holds for (& CJC%). Furthermore <X,,A)@ = G,,,,, = 
X?% ; -r/. 
Proof. We define z@’ by X,%?= lxF(X, &F) @ for all objects X of X and by XS= 
l,&X,xF> @ for all X: _W- & in X. Furthermore, for each l-cell 2 : X-AA 
it-follows from Proposition 2.8 that (.Z<X,~)Y,Z(&A)E) is a couniversal l-cell 
from <&,A)@ to Z for each object Z of Hom(X,AU). But now G(_x.xe) = 
@,A)@ since AG,,,,,=_ X,x; AU(*d)A 0 (&;A)@ and 6Gcx,z:,) =X<%; ~U(*L@ 
6 0 (&,A)@ for 6 : A -B in Hom(XF, A), i.e. 6 is a 2-cell in A. Thus (H(Z), 
n(Z))dzf (Z(X,A)Y,Z(X,~)e) is a couniversal 2-cell in X. It is thus sufficient 
to show that z#’ is an allo natural transformation and that given X:fJ-X 
the 2-cell X%‘=lxr(X,xF)@ composes with n(Z)=Z(X,A)e to give n(X; Z)- 
(X; Z)<!KA)e. 
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We next show that YZ is an allo natural transformation lx =-A &J. That is, there 
is a diagram 
X 
!Y ‘X 
for each X:W-X in X such that the axioms (1.13), (1.16) and (1.19) hold. 
By definition XC%?= 1,&X, X.JF) @ : X -m. By hypothesis @ : m(-E, -) - 
m(-,-_U) : Xop x A- Sets is (para, strict). Thus given X:_W-X in X and 
E in A there is a diagram 
Hom(XF XF) 
Hom(XE El 
__ _,_ k Hom( WF XF) __ _?_ 
such that the duals of the axioms (1.13), (1.16) and (1.19) hold. Now by definition 
XUe= lxF(X,E)@ and is thus a morphism in Hom( W XFU) and hence a 2-cell __ _,_ 
in X, as follows: 
(3.5) wue;XFU’~‘XFo(W,XF)~=(l,Hom(X~XF))o(~,XF)~ 
XJe (1,~ <&:,)@)Hom(X,XFU) = X;&V 
Thus XZmay be pictured as in (3.3). The axioms are verified as follows: 
Given X=1, :X-X, then in (3.3) X~=lx~=l,<l,,~)@ is the identity 2- 
cell since (lx,&)@ is the identity 2-cell by theidentity axiom for a (para, strict) @. 
For each 2-cell 
there is an associated 2-cell 
(3.6) 
(X“P, X2) 
, 
(& XF) &Z) , 
(W, XF) 
(X’“P, E) 
in Xop x A and @ : Hom(-E, -)- Hom(-, -_U) (para, strict) implies that there is 
a diagram (dual to (1.15)), namely, 
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(3.7) C&K&J@ 
(X,XF)@ 
//I 
W,xF)@ 
W,XF)@ 
Hom(X,W) 
HomG KEY) ~Hom(cp,XFU) & Hom(_W,,XFU) >- 
Hom(X’, m) 
such that the diagram of 2-cells (dual to 1.16) commutes, namely, 
Horn WC ZF) f 
Hom(XF, XF) j@m(ylCEXF) Hom( WF, XF) 
i 
+ 
m(X’E, E) 
For the diagram 
X 
(3.10) 
commutes. 
XUe..a,;xti = (lxF(X,~F)~)..v);lxF(~,XF)~= _ 
(by definition of Hom(v, XFU)) 
= Um(X,E)@) . . lxFG,&?xF)@ ; Hom(v,XFU) 
‘3’--8’(lxF Hom(pE,X.J’)) q ( W,XF)@ . . 1,(X’,=)@ 
= ~~o(_W,,)cP..X’~‘~‘~~;~~..X’~. 
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To verify the final axiom let XY: Jf’ - & - 1 in X; then there is a diagram 
X Y 
_w ‘X ‘1 
and we must show that 
(3.12) xue; Y&r.. x; YC%= [X; Y]&. 
Since the corresponding axiom holds for @, we know that given the diagram 
Hom( YF, YF) 
Hom(YEYF) Horn WEE’) 
* Hom(XF, YF) - Hom( WF, YF) 
(3 13) (_y,yF)@ 
I 
(K,B’rF)@ W’,yF)@ 
Hom(_Y,EU) Hom(Y,YFU)’ ~ _ Hom(XYFCT) Hom(X yFU) * HomW,YFU) 
it follows that 
(3.14) Hom(Y~,YF);(X,YF)~..(Y,YF)~;Hom(X,YFU)=([X,Y],YF)~. 
Now 
ix; YIX 
ef lyF([X; Y],yF)@ 
‘3~4’l#om(Y&YF) ; <X,yF)@) . . lyF((y,yF)@ ; m(X,m)) 
= (YE0 (x,X!?)@).. (lE •I (r,YJ')@)Hom(X,m) = 
(definition of z’) 
= YEo(X,xF)@..X; YY?‘~:~‘X,; YcU..X; YA?, 
as required. 
Finally we must show that diagram (2.23) commutes, namely, 
(3.15) 
AU 
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The fact that E : Z’@ W 1 is a modification between (para, allo) natural trans- 
formations where Y is (strict, allo) and CD is (para, strict), means that E is a modi- 
fication between para natural transformations in the first variable, allo natural 
transformations in the second variable and a certain diagram of 2-cells commutes 
(see (5.49)-(5.54) for details). 
In particular, givkn 
W(X AU) ->- 
HomW,A(/) 
- Hom( W,AU) 
(3.16) ’ 
Hom(X,A U) 
it follows that 
Hom(xACI) 
Hom(W,AU) 
<xilxr.. @) 
X,,; (KAW.. @I- <&Y:A)v.. @I ;x/lJ 
(3.17) 
X,:CK& ~,l,&:x, 
xAJ 
commutes. Thus 
Hom(X,AU); (KAN = (W,A)T.. (XL!)@) . . <&,;A)E; Hom(X,AU). 
We now apply both sides of this equation to Z :&-A, an object of 
Hom(X AU). The left-hand side becomes __ _Y_ 
zo Hom(XAU) ; (_W,A)E = (X; Z)(_W,A)E 
which is the cell appearing on the right in (3.15). The right-hand side becomes 
(3.18) (z(~A)r;(X,A)~)..(X;z(~~:A)E 
‘*~*‘(X~;Z(~~)r_U..(X;Z(~,;)E) 
= (lXF(X,XF)~;Z(~I,A)r_U)..(X;Z(~;A)E) 
which is the composition of the 2-cells on the left of (3.16) as required. 0 
4. The couniversal mapping property implies that the 3-cell unit-counit equations 
hold 
Let E: X -+ A and u: A - X be strict 2-functors and S’: lx =A m an allo 
natural transformation. 
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Then (& U, ti) has the couniversal mapping property (as in 2.3) provided that for 
each l-cell 2 : X - AJ there is a couniversal 2-cell (H(Z), n(Z)) pictured by 
(4.1) 
AU 
such that (2.23) holds, that is, n(X;Z)=X,%;H(Z)_U.. X;n(Z). 
We must now describe an allo natural transformation & : m A 1, and modifi- 
cations f : lF -Y&F *; FG and u : US.; E_U- 1, such that equations (2.26) 
and (2.24) hold. 
We make the following definitions. For each object A of A let 
(4.2) A& = H(l,.) :m- A 
and for each morphism A : 4 - & of A let 
(4.3) A&:A~;A*H(A_U)=AUF;&Z 
be the unique morphism y of Hom(AUF,B) such that 
n@(I) 
AJ2; H(Au)_U - AU 
(4.4) 
commutes in Hom(AU,BU) by the commutativity of n(A_U). Furthermore, let 
(4.5) An = n(l,,) : AJs’if; H(l,,)U ===+ 1, 
and let 
(4.6) Xf : 1, ==+ X%‘~ ; EcF = ((2.23) and (4.2)) H(Xti) 
be the unique 2-cell 6 : 1, =j H(&S) such that 
commutes in Hom(X,XFU) by the couniversality of n(&V). 
We next note that instead of an isomorphism between Horn sets as in the l-cate- 
gory case we have an adjunction between Horn categories as the following theorem 
shows: 
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Theorem 4.8. If (_F,u,.%) has the couniversal property, then there is a functor 
@t=~@,‘4) : Hom(XF,A) - m(X AU) defined for each 8 in X and 4 in A by _3_ 
Furthermore, S has a right adjoint a= %VCx,;A, defined by 
(4.10) , 
where 46 is defined as in (4.2), and the counit Ze=n(Z). 
Proof. By hypothesis (H(Z),n(Z)) is a couniversal 2-cell in X, that is, it is a 
couniversal l-cell from .!J : Hom(XF, A) - Hom(X,AU) to the object 2 of 
Hom(X AU). But H(Z)(2~3)ZF;H(1AL1)(4~)ZF;AR(4~0)Z~. Let Zedzfn(Z). ~ _>_ 
Then we claim that ZE : Z&S --+ Z is a natural transformation such that (Z%!, Ze) 
is a couniversal l-cell from @ to Z for each object Z of m(X AU). Then by _?_ 
(2.17) there is an adjunction (g Ozc, q) : Hom(XF,A) - Hom(X,AU), giving the 
required result. Clearly, (Z%,Z.s) is couniversal from .!P to Z since we have just 
shown that (Zuzd, Ze) = (H(Z), n(Z)). To show that E is natural we must show that 
ZE 
Z%!@’ z 
commutes in Hom(X,AU). We first observe that given 
Z AJ.W AE_U 
- AUFU - 
(4.12) & 7, &lJ J,+W) AU 
it follows from the definition of 2-cell composition that 
(4.13) Z;n(lA,)..cx=a;AU~;AQ_U..Y;n(l,). 
Returning to (4.11) we observe that 
aaS.. YE = ((4.10) and the definition of YE) 
= (c@‘; A&)g. .n(Y) = ((4.9), (4.2) and (2.23)) 
=XS?;aFJ;AGU.. YS?;A&_U.. Y;n(l,,) = 
(4.14) ((1.16) with n=%‘, H=m, rp=a, Y=Z, Y’=Y and G=l,) 
= ZxJ;AE_U.. a;AA.Z;A&U.. Y;n(l,,) = (4.13) 
= ZYE’; A&Q.. Z ; n(l,,) . . a = ((2.23) and (4.2)) 
= n(Z). . a = (def. of ZE) ZE . . a and (4.11) commutes, as required. q 
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Theorem 4.15. If (E, _U, ~8’) has the couniversal mapping property, then there is an 
allo natural transformation 8 : UF ==L 1, defined on objects as in (4.2) and on 
morphisms as in (4.3) and (4.4). 
Proof. We verify the axioms for an allo natural transformation. 
If A = lA : 4 -_A, then by the uniqueness of y in (4.4) it is clear that lA& is the 
identity 2-cell on A&. Thus the identity axiom (1.13) holds for 8. 
_ 
The 2-cell axiom (1.16) for 8 is verified in the following way. Given 
54 -+, 
we form the associated diagram 
A(/F 
+ 
M 4 v/F w 
Bm 
(4.16) 
I*! B 
AE 
41 
m 
BG 
64 ;v/ B 
B 
It is sufficient (for this axiom) to show that 
AR;A AI AUF. B& _ Y_ 
(4.17) Al;(o 
II 
NR’;F& 
A&?;B d 
II 
BUF. BG - 9_ 
is a commutative diagram of 2-cells. To prove this we consider the diagrams 
(4.18) 
and 
(4.19) 
AL/.X 
&J - AUFU 
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By couniversality of n there is a unique 2-cell < : 48 ; A + BE; BG = H(B_U) 
such that AAX; @. . n(B_U) = n(lAU) ; Au.. cp_V. It is thus sufficient to show that 
each side of (4.17) satisfies this equation for 5. 
But now Ye: lx- FU is an allo natural transformation. Thus given the 2-cell 
in X, we form the associated diagram (see (1.15)) 
AU , 
AU 941 B(/ 
(4.21) 
and from this we obtain the commuting diagram of 2-cells which follows (see 
(1.16)): 
A (/Jt? 
AUZ;AUFU m A_U;BJYt 
AUZ;BEU T B_U;SUUe 
Furthermore, given the 2-cells 
AU @J.Yl! &?(i 
ALJ + BU- BUFU- BU 
(4.23) 1ALi II (OLJ 
1Bo 
AU 
N! 
’ BU 
l&J 
’ BU 
we see from the axioms for 2-cell composition (see (1 .lO)) that the following diagram 
commutes: 
AU* BUsf;BC_U 
AU; NW) 
_7- -A_U 
(4.24) (o(i ; BJUX; &TcJ 
1 II 
9u 
B_U;BJUe;&T_U 
BU;~UBJ) 
F BU 
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Thus 
AJ3f;(AR..y,U_J;&T)_U..n(BCJ) 
“~7’AU;Ye;AR_U..AU~;ylUFU;B&C/..n(B_U) 
(4~9’~~~;~&~..~~~~;~~~~~~~.. B~x;BG~.. B_U;n(l,,) 
(4~2)~~~;A&~.. A_CT~~~;BG_U.. pu;sure;B&c~.. B_U;n(l&“) 
“~44’AU~;AE_U..A~~~;B&_U..AU;n(l,,)..~U= 
((4.19) using A_U instead of Bu) 
= AJ.X’; A&U.. n(A_U) . . tpu “!i?n(l,) ; Au.. @, 
as required. 
To complete the verification of this axiom for E we must now go back to (4.10) 
and verify that 
(4.25) AJ&?;(A&;p..B&)_U..n(B_U)=n(l,);A_U..@. 
But the left-hand side of (4.25) is AJ.%?;A&~;~T_U..AJX;B&_U.. n(B_U) = 
((4.4) using B instead of A) AUS; A&g; cp_U.. n(1,) ; B_U= n(l,_.) ; Au.. cp_U, as 
required, where the last equality holds by definition of 2-cell composition in the 
diagram 
A(l.re A&U 
AU - AUFU - AU 
AU 
’ BL! 
(4.26) 
/I 
ACT A-u BU ’ BC! _ 
Thus (4.17) commutes, as required. 
Finally, given &l -&-+ C in A with associated diagrams 
(4.27) 
(4.28) A’ 
I 
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it is required that A&;B..A~;B&=[A;B]G as follows from (1.17), (1.18) and 
(1.19). We have the corresponding axiom for .X to work with which yields the 
diagrams 
AU N! 
AU ’ BU * CL! 
[A ;BlL! 
(4.30) &T [A;B$l; 
AUFU - 
[A;B]m __ 
and the 2-cell equation AuUe; Bm.. A_U ; Bg.%f= [A ; B] _U,Yt. 
We next observe that there is a universal 2-cell 
&a! 
AU - AUFU 
&Ml! 
AL! + AUFU 
But there is also a 2-cell 
(4.32) 
Hence by the universal property of (4.31) there exists a unique 2-cell y such that 
(4.33) Ar/s’f; @..n([A;B]_U) = n(lLU); [A;B]U.. 
Equation (4.33) is the same as (4.4) for the case of A ; B instead of A. Thus by 
the way & was defined on l-cells we see that y = [A ; B]& satisfies equation (4.33). 
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To show that the 2-cells in (4.27) and (4.28) are equal it is thus sufficient to show 
(4.33) for y =A& ; B . . AUJ; BF. We will work with the following diagram: 
(4.34) AUFU BUFU 
B_ 
- - ku 
&lJ 
I 
AU 
AU B_U 
But ALT,X;(AQ;B..AUF;B~)_U..n([A;B]_U)’4~1’A~;A&_U;B_U..AU~; 
Am; B&U.. [A ; B]u&‘; c&u.. [A ; B]CJ; n(lCU) = (by (4.29), (4.30)) AJsY?; 
AE_U; BY.. AS?; Am; B&U.. A_uUe; Bm; c&u.. AU; B_uUe; C&u.. ACJ; 
B_U, n(1,) = ((2.23) on last two 2-cells using X = B_U, Z = 1, and (4.2)) Au%‘; 
A&Cl; B_U.. NYC’; Am; B&Y.. Au.%?; Bm; C&u.. AU; n(B_U) = (rule for 
interchange of 2-cell composition in (4.34)) Au.%?; A&u; B_U.. AUX; B&(/; B_U.. 
Au; &US?; BE&I.. A_U; n(B_U) = ((4.4) on last two 2-cells using B instead of A) 
AX’; A&U; B_U.. A_uUe; &Mu; B_U.. A_U; n(lBU) ; B_U (2k?3)AlJX; A&(/; BlJ.. 
n(Au) ; B_U (4d) n(l,,) ; A_U; BLJ = n(l,.) ; [A ; B]_U, as required. Thus & as de- 
fined in (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) is an allo natural transformation. 0 
We next show that after making suitable definitions the previous hypotheses im- 
ply that (e, U, 8) has the universal mapping property. 
Let F : X - A and _U : A - X be strict 2-functors and let & : WA lA be 
an allo natural transformation. Then the universal mapping property holds for 
(& c, &) provided that 
(i) for each object 4 of A and each l-cell A : &t---+4 of A there is a universal 
2-cell (H(A),An) in A defined uniquely up to isomorphism by the requirement 
that it be a universal l-cell from the object A of Hom(XF, A) to the functor a= 
Q&4) : Hom(Z,AU) -Hom(zF,A) (see (2.15) and (4.8)) and 
(ii) given B : 4 -B, the 2-cell B& composes with A_n to give (A ; B)!, which is 
pictured 
(4.35) 4i A- = 
H(A)f= (A3)F 
=(~.Tt?;ACI)F 
XF 
(&‘C; A_U; B_U)F 
E 
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where~(A)=A@=XYf;A_U:X--+XFU --P AU by definition and hence @(A ; B) = 
(A ; B)$=K.Yt’; A_U; B_U=H(A) ; B_U. Thus the left- and right-hand sides of (4.35) 
have the same l-cells involved. 
Theorem 4.36. If (E, _U, .H) has the couniversal mapping property, then (E, _V, 19) 
has the universal mapping property for 8 the allo natural transformtion described 
in (4.15). 
Proof. For each object A :m-A of Hom(XJ,d) there is a unique morphism 
An : A -A@% such that _ 
Age 
(4.37) A@ 
commutes since (AS%, A&) = (definition) (H(A@), n(A$)) is a couniversal l-cell 
from @ to A.!T. Furthermore, by (2.8) (AS,Ac) is a universal l-cell from A to a. 
If we let H(A) = (definition) Ag, then clearly (H(A), A_n) is a universal 2-cell in A 
and (i) holds. In order to show that the equality (4.35) holds it is sufficient by the 
uniqueness in (4.37) (using A ; B instead of A) to show that 
(A ; B)& 
=n((A ; B)@) 
(A ; B) S%?@ 
(4.38) (A~;b’..(AS)~;B&)_[ 2 ;B)@ 
(A ; B)S 
commutes in Hom(X BU). Writing this as a 2-cell diagram in X we obtain _V- 
AU 
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To show commutativity in (4.38) we observe that 
(4.40) (A!;B..(A@)F;B8)@..(A;B)&= 
((4.9) and definition of E) 
= &X;AnU; B_U.. &V; (A@)E; B&u.. n((A ; B)S) 
(4z) X.X ; AnJ ; BCJ . . XUe ; &%FJ ; AEU ; B&g.. n (x&T’ ; Au ; B_U) 
‘2~3’xre;AnU;B_U..X~~;X~~U;AUFU.B~_U.. 
..X.I/,W;H((A;B)~)~..&-ti;(A~&&BQCJ.A&n(BLJ)) = 
((2.23), (2.24) and (4.2)) 
= x.~;AnU;B_U..X~~;X~~U;AC/FU;B&(/.. 
..x,reue;AUFU;B~U;BWCT..X;Ye;AU~;B~U;;&(/.. 
..x~~;A_U;B~~;;&U..xue;A_u;B_u;n(l,,) = 
(interchange of 2-cells (2 ; 3 ; 4 = 3 ; 4 ; 2)) 
= x,~;;AnU;BU..X~~~~;A~U;A~‘Cr;B_U.. 
..x.~;A~~~;A~_U;B_U..X~;AU.AUue;BG_U.. _1_ 
..x,~;AA;BBU,~;;&I..X~~;AI/;BCT;n(le,) 
= Lr’re;AnU;B(/..xvere;ALrFU;A~Cr;BCT.. 
..xUe;A~~~;A&or;Bci..xUe;A_U;(A~U~re;BG_U.. 
. . BCJ,Xe; B&g.. BLJ; n(lLU)) = 
((2.23) and (4.2)) 
= ~,~;AA~U;B_U..X~~~~;AUFU;AG(/;B_U.. - ~ 
. . &Cre; ALJ,W;A&CJ; BCJ.. ~c%‘; ALJ; (AJzh?; B&g.. n(BCJ)) = 
((4.3) and (4.4)) 
= x,~;AnU;B(/..X~~~;A~U;A~l;BU.. 
..xue;A_Ure;A&U;BCr..Xre;AI/;n(l,.);B_U= 
((2.23) and (4.2)) 
= xre;AnU;B_U..X~~;AVFU;A&_U;B_U.._X,~;n(A_U);B(/ 
‘2~3’~~;AnU;BU..X~~;H(AI/)CT;B_U..X~;n(A_U);B_U 
‘2~3’Xti;AnJ;BC/..n(XX;A_U);BtJ= 
((4.9) and definition of E) 
= A~~;B_U..(X.~;AU)E;B_U’~~‘(A_~~..A~&);B_U 
“.37)1A,~;BU=1X,W.A(i;B_U=lX,K.(A.B)(/=1~A;B)~, 
as required. Thus (4.38) holds and hence so does (4.35) and (E, g, G) has the uni- 
versal mapping property. 0 
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Theorem 4.41. If (E, _U, Yr?) has the couniversal property, then there is a modifica- 
tion 
u 
, 
(4.42) A c!.wuJJ y=q lg x 
, 
u 
defined by (4.5), namely, &=n(l,,) for each object 4 of A. - 
Proof. We must show that for each l-cell A : 4 -B of A there is a diagram _ 
n(lAU) Buz ; B&c! n(l&/) 
(4.43) &!.z;AQ(/ 2 1AU _ 
All 
such that the diagram 
AU*BUYZ’;BICJ _Y- 
(4.44) A(U.X’.; c?CJ) 
ler, 
commutes. The 2-cell on the left is, by definition of composition for allo natural 
transformation, the composite of the following two 2-cells: 
In the special case of (2.23) when X = AU: &- m and 2 = 1” we obtain the 
diagram 
AU 
AO;7f 
- AUFU 
Auj Ay IA- 
(4.46) BU * BUFU = &zu.% ~ 
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But ~(~A~~);A(I(~)AU~~~;A&_U..~(A_U)(~~~)AU~;A&_U..A~~;B&_U..AU; 
n(l,,) “~s)A(~~*; E_U). . A_U; n(l,,), as required in (4.44). q 
Theorem 4.41. If (f, y.X) has the couniversal property, then the 2-cell version of 
the lx equation (2.26) holds, that is, the diagram 
AX.%? ; &FrZ_U 
XYt? ; &MFJu ; zp&_u -&YE’ ; &TUVe ; &‘F&?U 
(4.48) .x;x~& &dk-?” 
xs 
commutes in the sense that lxx is the composite of the three 2-cells shown starting 
at XUe. 
Proof. By definition (see (4.6) and (4.7)) &f is the unique 2-cell such that 
(4.49) 
commutes. But now by property (ii) of the couniversal mapping property applied 
to n(&X) = n(&X? ; l,,) we obtain the following instance of (2.23): 
&-FJ &-FJ 
Now from (4.50) it follows that H(xS) =&&?F; H(lxF(/)‘~‘&Y@‘;&F&. Thus 
(4.49) and (4.50) combine to yield (4.47), as required. 0 
Lemma 4.51. If (& _U, S!) has the couniversal property, then 
(4.52) Xf= l,Fn 
for &f as defined in (4.6) and (4.7) and n as defined in (4.37). 
Proof. From (4.37) lxF_n is a 2-cell of A and is the unique morphism in 
Hom(XF XF) such that l,_nS.. lxF& = l(txFjSr (4z) lxx. But Xf is the unique __ _Y_ 
morphism in Hom(XF,XF) such that (4.7) commutes, Le. such that KUe ; &f_U.. 
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n(&V) = lxx. But now &fS.. lxF .%‘4~‘Xti; &f_U.. &fc = (definition of E (after 
4.10)) Xre; &f_u.. n(&x) (4d) r xC7e. Thus (4.52) holds by uniqueness. 0 
Lemma 4.53. If (E, _U,G%) has the couniversal property, then for each X: &- 1 
of X the 2-cell 
(4.54) xYi?:~ue;x~u+x;_yre 
is the unique one such that 
x&l 
~YC’E ;XFUF ; YF& c====== XF_ 
Proof. We note first that (4.54) and (4.55) are dual to (4.3) and (4.4). Furthermore, 
by Theorem 4.8 the functor g : Hom(XF,A) - m(X AU) given by (4.9) has a _?_ 
right adjoint uz1 whose value is given in (4.10) for each pair (X,4) with 1: in X and 
4 in A. Hence by Proposition 2.17 (A.!%-,_~LJ) is a universal l-cell from A to G!L for 
each object A of Hom(XF,A), that is, for each l-cell A :&F-A of A. Thus 
for each morphism a : A * 2% of Hom(XF,A) there is a unique morphism 
pa : A@ + Z of Hom(X,A U) such that 
(4.56) (VI a 
11 
cl 
Z’S?/ 
commutes in Hom(XF,d). Furthermore, it follows that qm=aF.. Ze. In this par- 
ticular case we let A = XE in Hom(XF, YF) and let a = Xf ; (lyF)_n in (4.56) and we 
see that there is a unique 2-cell ~a in H-(X, YFU) such that 
X& 
(4.57) (qn)Q=(ctF..Z&)+2 
II 
(X; rX)%=Xf’; _rueF; rF& 
commutes where Z = X ; ~.%I 
It is thus sufficient to show that X&?=exx. But rpa=ag.. ZE = a$-.. (X; J’&?)c = 
((4.9) and E definition) XC%; au.. n(X;r%) = XUe; (XF; l,n)_U.. n(X; ~A?)‘~L?~’ 
~%;XFJJ;l,nJ..Xti;H@%‘)CJ..X;n(_ru) is 
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(4.58) 
(properties of 2-cell composition in (4.58)) X3.. X; _rU ; l,nU.. X; n(~.X) = 
XY?.. X; (XX; l,nJ.. n(~z+Y)) = ((4.9) and definition of E) XX.. X; (lCIYFjF)(‘!k?) 
xc%?. x; 1.X = X&? as required. 0 
In diagram (4.35) let A = IxF and B =XF: XF - YF to obtain 
(4.59) 
dual to (4.46). 
Theorem 4.60. If (E, _U, ti) has the couniversal property, then there is a modifica- 
tion 
defined by (4.6) and (4.7), namely, &f is the unique 2-cell6 such that 8%’ ; Su.. 
d&+3 = l&Z. 
Proof. To show that f is a modification. consider 
(4.62) 1~ z _ >_ XsVF. XF8 
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It is sufficient to show for each l-cell X: 8 - J” that 
commutes. The 2-cell on the left is by definition the composite 
(4.64) 
But 
XF ; rf (4G2) XF ; 1 ye (4z5) XE . . X;reF ; E& 
= IxF_n;XF..x~~~;X~~..X~~;~F& 
(4z2) Xf * XF . . ~s’CE ; XF& . , XZf ; EFcS _ 
(4*4)Xf ;XF.. X(SE.;F8) - 
as required in (4.63). 0 
Lemma 4.65. Suppose (E, _U,&) has the couniversal mapping property. Then Au = 
n(L4J) : LKJZ ; fm,)L! ===+ l/NJ is the unique 2-cell such that 
A& 
commutes in Hom(AUF, A). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.36 the universal mapping property holds for (E, _U, 8). In par- 
ticular this means that there is a universal 2-cell 
(4.67) 
for each l-cell A :&J’- 4 where _n is defined in terms of n as in (4.37). In par- 
ticular, given A& : Ax- 4 there is a universal 2-cell 
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A& 
A-AUF 
(4.68) 
There is, however, a 2-cell 
A& 
A-AUF 
(4.69) 
Thus by universality there is a unique 2-cell y : _H(A&) ==+ 1, such that 
Ll/lF; AQ 
commutes in A. 
We will next show that this 2-cell y is simply Au =n(l,,) :&X ;A&T_U ==+ l,,,. 
Now by Theorem 4.8, @ : Hom(XF, A) - Hom(X, AU) is left adjoint to S?L for 
each object z in X and 4 in A with counit E taking value 2s =n(Z) for each object 
Z of Hom(XF,A). As in (4.37), for each object A :=--,A of Hom(XF,A) the 
unit An is the unique morphism in Hom(XF, 4) such that Ang.. A& = lAS. Of 
course, the unit AI) has the usual universal property that for each (x : A + Z% 
there is a unique morphism ~a such that A_n . . (pa) ??L= a and furthermore pa = 
a@. . ZE. Thus 
A@-% * A 
(4.71) (9a)%=aPS.. Z&%1 
I/ 
a 
commutes in the category Hom(XF, A). Consider the special case of (4.71) in which 
A = A&:A-A and a = lAc :&-(l,.)% = l,,;&. As pointed out 
after (4.37), IY(A)dzfAS. FurtheFmore (~l,~)%?/ = l,@&.. lAUa% = n(lAU)& = _ 
n(lAu)F;A&. Thus (4.71) becomes 
A&l 
AL?@% - 
(4.72) (91&2)@=&lJ)F;&- 
II/ 
IA& 
@AJ)*==Ag 
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But A&@%= (definition of B) ~&ICY)% “d0’H(A&)F.;A&. Thus by the unique- 
ness of y in (4.70) we have 
(4.73) y = n(lLU) = Au, as required. 0 
Theorem 4.14. If (E, _U,X) has the couniversal property, then the le equation 
(2.27) holds, that is, for each object 4 of A the diagram 
commutes in Hom(A, AUF) in the sense that IA8 is the composite of the three _ 
2-cells shown starting at A&. 
Proof. By (4.65) Au is the unique 2-cell such that 
(4.76) 
commutes. But now by (ii) of the universal mapping property (see (4.35)) applied 
to A&n = (lUF ; A&)n we obtain the following instance of (4.35): 
(4.77) 
/ 
m& I 
AUF - AUFUF 
P/J_ 
l&Fe 
/ 
H(lACJ)F 
= 
Now 1 A,IJ =AJf by (4.52) and EJ(lAL/F) =A236 by definition of H after 
(4.35). Thus combining (4.77) and (4.76) we get (4.75), as required. 0 
5. The 3-cell unit-counit equations imply the existence of a corresponding 2-adjunc- 
tion 
As starting point we assume that F : X - A and _U : A - X are strict 2-functors 
which have an associated diagram 
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(5.1) 
where ti:lxdFFU and &:uF A IA are allo-natural transformations and f: 
1, ===+ SE’; EG and u : U3t’ .; &_U * 1, are modifications satisfying the equations 
(5.2) l.w=~.;fu...,~~~.;F~CI...re.;Fu 
and 
(5.3) lg = CJ.;&... ~~~~;6’~...ll~~;~. 
What this section shows is that under these circumstances there is a ‘natural 
adjunction’ 
r 
(5.4) W(-, -cJ) L L 
’ @ 
Hom(-8 -) 
That is, there are 2-functors m(-, -_U) and m(-& -) from Xop x A- Cat, a 
(para, strict) natural transformation @ : m(-E -) T m(-, -_U) a (strict, allo) 
natural transformation Y : m(-, -_U) =a Hom(-E, -) and modifications e : T . . ~ 
@ - lHom-, -_v) and k : lHom(-~-) e@ . . 2” such that for each object (&!‘,A> of 
Xop x A the diagram 
is an adjunction. In (5.5) &,” denotes Hom(X AU) and nA denotes _?_ 
Hom(X_F, A). 
We must thus construct a diagram (5.4) and show that each diagram (5.5) is an 
adjunction. We begin by defining the l- and 2-cells appearing in (5.5). 
A functor (&;A)@ : XJA - gIAu is defined as follows: 
(5.6) A 0 (&J,A)@ = &+?;A_U 
and 
(5.7) a q (&J,A)@=&x;a_U. 
The cells in A and X which are involved may be visualized by 
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displaying the values of (&,:A)@ given in (5.6) and (5.7). 
Similarly, let (K, LJ)Y be defined by 
(5.9) zo (&;A)?- = Zf;A& 
and 
(5.10) 5 0 (&,:A)Y = @;A&. 
The cells involved are displayed in the following diagram: 
We next define the 2-cells 
(5.12) <z;A>e :<Z:A)T;(XJ,A)@ ===+ 1&4J) 
(where &w) abbreviates ~H~~(x,AU)) and 
(5.13) (&;A%: 1(&H) * l&,4!)@; (&;A)r 
as follows. Given Z : 8 -Ax and A : &Tj- ~4, let 
(5.14) zo(~,;A)e:Zo(~,;)r;(~,;)~ =&X?;Z&J;A&U ==+z 
and 
(5.15) Ao(~,:A)~;A~X;YeF;A;;AR=AO(~,;A)~;(~,;A)r 
be defined, respectively, by 
(5.16) ZU(&;A)e = Z.Ye;~G_U..Z;& 
pictured as 
Z.%?;@c’ Z;&J 
(5.17) Kue;ZFU;A&(/ 7 Z;A_UYC;&_U - Z 
and 
(5.18) Ao(&J,A)k = &f;A..&@‘;A& 
pictured as 
Xf;A x.yeF; A& 
(5.19) A - xeX!;XJF& ;A - KSE; AUF. A&. _ v_ 
For naturality of (8, A)e it would be sufficient to show that for t : Z + Z’ as 
in (5.11) the following diagram commutes, namely, 
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(5.20) &‘C? ;rF7J. A6’u _ T- 
II 
T;A-UYC;&_U 5 
x~;z’FU;A&u = 
;_ _ 
Z’;&US;&_U Z’ Z’ 
*_ 
By hypothesis, .X : lx -----)4 Fu is an allo natural transformation, hence there is a 
commutative diagram of the form (1.16) associated to each natural transformation 
5 : Z + Z’, namely, 
xti;ZFU - Z ; AU& 
(5.21) 
&a?; Z’FJU T Z’;AU% 
Upon application of A&_Uon the right this becomes the left square of (5.20) which 
thus commutes. The right square of (5.20) may be viewed in the diagram 
ALIre ; &sg 
(5.22) X ;r ‘AJ -U_& )AJ 
Z’ 1g 
By definition of 2-category the horizontal composition t ; Au is required to exist 
and equal both 
(5.23) r;AJS;A&_U.. Z’;&J and Z;&.. r. 
Thus the right square of (5.20) commutes and (K,:A)e is natural. 
For naturality of (&;A% it is sufficient to show that for a : A ===+ A’ as in (5.8) 
the following diagram commutes, namely, 
zf;A &#F;A& 
A - &ME;&‘FdT ;A - ~Y@‘;AEF;A& 
(5.24) 
From the properties of 8 ; m - lA there is a commutative diagram of the 
form (1.16) which in this case for (Y : A j A’ becomes 
XF&;A A A&JF;A& 
(5.25) 
aUF. AI _ 1_ 
XF& ; A’ y A’m;&Y 
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Applying KY@’ on the left this becomes the right square of (5.24) which thus 
commutes. The left square of (5.24) may be viewed in the diagram 
rxf A 
(5.26) XF -u_Lyf ‘p da ‘tf! 
x&F. XF& _ Y- A’ 
The horizontal composition Xf ; a exists and equals both 
(5.27) a..&f;A’ and &f;A..&ZT;xF&;a. 
Thus the left square of (5.24) commutes and (&,;A)R is natural. 
We next show that (5.5) is an adjunction diagram with (&;A)@ :XJ$ - &, _ 
left adjoint to <&A>Y by showing that the diagrams 
(K,:A)(@..Y.. CD) 
(5.28) 
and 
commute. For (5.28) it is enough to show commutativity when the diagram is ap- 
plied to the object A : XF - 4 of &l$, . We note that _ 
(5.30) A q (&;A)d5~)&%; A_U 
and 
(5.31) 
and 
(5.32) A 0 (&,;)@(&,))e (v) (&S;A_U) ; (&,;A)e 
‘5~6’(~~;A_U)~;A~_U..(~~;A_U);A~. 
For (5.28) it is thus sufficient to show that 
&%;&S~U;~Fc!Z_U;A_U 
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commutes. From (5.33) and (5.34) it is clearly sufficient to show that the diagram 
&X;ACJ < 
(&‘f;AU) ;Au 
&V;AU~AU.%?;~G~ _9_ 
commutes. But now diagram 1 commutes because in the diagram 
(5.36) &-FJ \ XFUFU ’ XFU 
we see that the 2-cells x;reUe and A&_U can be composed in either order. In order 
to show that diagram 2 in (5.35) commutes, we observe that since u is a modification 
it follows that 
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(2,0) commutes in X (see (1.22)). Noting that /l_Ure; AG_U = 8%; XNZ; AI_U.. 
KUe ;Au.Yf?;A&_U and preceding everything by &A?? we obtain 2 from (5.37). 
Finally we see that starting with the para natural transformation YZ and given 
KUe ; A_U : z -+ XFU - A U it follows from (1.18) and (1.19) that composition ~ - 
in the diagram 
x 
(5.38) 
yields the 2-cell 
&%!;A(/ 
x + AU 
and diagram 3 and hence (5.35) commutes. 
We have thus shown explicitly how the commutativity of (5.28) follows from the 
lx equation (5.2), the definition of composition of 2-cells, the fact that u is a 
modification and the fact that ti is a para natural transformation. Dually we can 
show the commutativity of (5.29) using the lC equation (5.3), the fact that f is a 
modification and that C% is para natural. 
We have thus established the main result, namely that (5.5) is an adjunction 
diagram in Cat. However, we must still show that e; T.. @* lHomC_,_UI and 
k : lHom(_F,_-) ==+ @ . . T are modifications and that @ is (para, strict) and Y is 
(strict, allo). 
To show that @ is (para, strict) it is enough to show the commutativity of (1.28) 
which in this case becomes the diagram 
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Theorem 5.41. There is a (para, strict) natural transformation CD ; m(-F, -) T 
m(-, -u) ; Xop x A - Cat defined on objects (&;A) as in (5.6) and (5.7) and 
on morphisms (&A) and (X,4> by 
(5.42) (&A)@ = the identity 2-cell and 
is given by (X, A) @ =Xx ; -u which takes the value B(X, 4 > @ = XSV ; B_U on the 
object B : &‘F ---f &j of &‘& and is pictured by _ 
X’ 
(5.44) X’FU - 
Bu Au 
where B 0 ((Xf,A) ; (&;A)@) = (XF; B) 0 (&,;A)@ ‘52’&Ue; (XF; B)_U and B 0 
((x:4)@; (X,AJ))(:‘(&‘;Ye; BI/) q (X,AJ) = X;&‘Z; B_U. 
Proof. We show that (5.40) commutes, and that CD is para in the first variable. We 
thus apply (5.40) to B : X’F- 4 of X’& and obtain 
X X’Je SC! At! 
X - X’ A X’FU - AU - A’U - 
(5.45) 
where the top and bottom rows are just B applied to the top and bottom objects 
of (5.40), respectively, and tracing out the 2-compositions of 2-cells in (5.40) 
amounts in each case to giving the 2-cell XC%? ;B_U; A_U. But now (X, A)@ is defined 
on B as being XYE’; B_U as in (5.43) and (5.44). Thus, referring to those diagrams 
it is obvious that (X,4)@ is para in the first variable since ti is allo. 
Similarly the fact that Y is (strict, allo) follows from the fact that & is allo. 
To show that e : T.. @ ---+ 1 is a modification we start with 
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(5.46) 
Em-,-U) > 
XoPxA r.. @J ===3 @[-,-I/, Cat 
* 
Homt-, 3) 
where ‘I’.. @ and l,_,_,,, are (para, allo). 
The value of e at (X,A) is the 2-cell 
(5.47) _(X AU) _9- C&A)eJ Hom(X AU) __ _,- 
1 
* 
XAU 
of Cat. This is a natural transformation of functors whose value at Z : X - AJ 
is the morphism ZUe ;A&_U.. Z ; Au of Hom(X, AU) which is itself a 2-cell in 
x. 0 
Theorem 5.48. e : 2’. . CD - 1 is a modification of (para, allo) natural transforma- 
tions. That is, given a l-cell (X, A) of Xop x A with X: g- 8’ in X and 
A : 4 --+ 4’ in A we must show that 
(i) given the diagram 
it follows that 
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it follows that 
(x,A)(r.. @) 
x,4,; G;AW.. @P) - cx:Aw.. @I ; x,, 
(5.52) 
commutes. 
(iii) The composition in 
Proof. We first show that (5.50) commutes. Let Z/:X’-AU be an object 
of &iU. Then Z’O(X:A)(~..~);~~,‘~‘Z’F;A~o(X:A)~;~~,’5~’X’~; 
Z’FJ;AG_U; Al in &A,,. By Definition 5.15 we have _ 
(5.55) Z’O (X:&l)e = z,YzY;&z_U.. Z’;& 
and Z’O (&‘,A)e;&Lr/ from (5.50) may be pictured as _ 
(5.56) 
X’ A X’FU - AUFU A AU - A’U 
--:_zT&gp Au __ 
AU 
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Similarly, 
(5.57) 2’0 (X’,A)(Y.. @) = (analogy with (5.44)) (.Z’E:;AG) 0 @‘,A)@ = (strict- 
ness of @ in second variable) K’% ; Z’fl ; AGljT which can be pictured as 
x1%! Z’FJ A&L! 
X’ - X’FU- AUFU- AU 
(5.58) 
and 
(5.60) 
X’ + X’FU - AUF-U 
Now u is a modification, thus from the diagram 
AU 
AU 
’ A’U 
(5.61) A(U~;~U) ===+ IA& 
corresponding to (1.22) we extract a commutative diagram 
A(l;A’ll 
A_U;A’(uX; &u) -AU 
(5.62) Ao(~.?‘f;G_U) 
I 1 
A q 1~ 
A(L!~;&U);AL! AU;ACTAU 
of 2-cells corresponding to (1.23). 
Thus Z’O ((&‘,A)(Z’. . @) . . ziu ; (x’,~J’)e) of (5.50) becomes the composite of 
(5.58) and (5.60) which by the commutativity of (5.62) becomes (5.56) which is just 
Z’O ((X:&e;&) of (5.50). 
The commutativky of (5.52) is shown using the same type of argument and we 
next show that the composition in (5.53) equals that of (5.54). 
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Applying the 2-cells of (5.53) to Z’:&‘-AJ we obtain 
(X>i;A)@ 
& 
> X;&'H; Z’FU;&Y_U;Au 
‘z!:6’(zt~;&t&) 0 (X:&l)@ o&u _ q Xcu = (@ strict in 2nd variable) 
= (Z’I;;/jG) O~A 0 {X’,A’)@ •XL~ 
= Z’F;A& 0 (X:/j’)@ q x/qJ 
Z’F;AWo(X:A’)~oXA~ci 
~ > (Z’f’;AUJ’;A’Q) q (&‘,&)@oXcu. 
Similarly, applying the 2-cells of (5.54) to Z’ : Iy’- N we obtain 
(x,!,A)r (&,;A)@ 
x&J * XEA ’ 8AJ _ 
(5.64) Z’EXA” -- ZAJ 
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The 2-cell composition appearing in (5.63) results from applying the 2-cells of 
(5.53) to Z’ : Iy’- A. It may be regarded as the horizontal composite of XYZ? with 
AC?“, i.e. X.?f;Z’~;A&~;A_U composed with &~%‘;xfl;z’FiJ;A& as in the 
diagram 
XYf XFJ Z’FJ A&U 
X-----tXFU-X’FU-AUFU=--+AU- Au A’_U 
(5.65) 
Similarly, the composition in (5.64) is just X&Y ; XFJl ; Z’FJl ; A& composed with 
Xx ; Z’w ; Am; A’&CJ and consequently the composition in (5.53) is the same 
as that in (5.54), as required. 0 
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